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PRESIDENT

ENGAGING ON
MANY FRONTS
CIPRI MARTINEZ

As NAPWHA President,
I wish to acknowledge the
contribution of positive
people to the Australian
HIV response and pay my
respect to those who are
no longer with us and
those that are present
today.

his last year has been
an emotional time for
the HIV sector as a
whole and had considerable
impact on our organisation
and people living with HIV
(PLHIV) throughout
Australia with the deaths
of powerful advocates for
our community.
We remember with love and
affection:
n Levinia Crooks (October 2017)
n Neville Fazulla (December 2017)
n Tony Maynard (March 2018), and
n David Cooper (March 2018).
Their inspiring ideas and energy
live on through us and we thank
them deeply for choosing us to be a
part of their family. The focus of their
incredibly talented work aimed to
better the lives of people with HIV in

T
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Australia, indeed throughout the
world.

U=U
Undetectable = Untransmittable
(U=U) is an unstoppable force that
continues to capture the
imagination and energy of the body
positive in Australia. U=U
contributes to reduction of stigma
and discrimination when paired with
community education and the
understanding that people living
with HIV on treatments and virally
supressed are unable to transmit
HIV. The science is clear and
NAPWHA’s role has been to bridge
and translate this information into
community contexts such as
Positive Living, The Digest and
through member networks and
forums.

In February this year, the
Pharmaceutical Beneﬁts Advisory
Council announced its
recommendation to list PrEP for HIV
on the Pharmaceutical Beneﬁts
Scheme. PrEP with U=U will
precipitate declines in HIV
transmission across some
jurisdictions and population groups,
but not all. Our task remains to
ensure no one is left behind and
that there is access and equity for
all people living with HIV and those
at risk of HIV transmission. I would
like to thank the members of our
HIV peer networks — National
Network of Women Living with HIV
(Femfatales) and the Positive
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Network (PATSIN) — for continuing to
raise their voices to champion
equity and equality. Their strength

and contribution to policy, peer
education, conferences and forums
is invaluable.

can fully protect with certainty your
partners because of the conﬁrmed
science of U=U.

World AIDS Day 2017

Eighth National
HIV Strategy

In November, I represented NAPWHA
at the 2017 World AIDS Day
breakfast event at Parliament House
in Canberra. This was a particularly
special day as it coincided with the
commencement of The Marriage
Amendment (Deﬁnition and
Religious Freedoms) Act 2017. In
my speech to government ministers
and distinguished guests, I
emphasised the importance of
relationship recognition to enhance
quality of life and emphasised the
value of U=U and how this
intersects with relationships. I made
particular mention of what it means
to love without fear, knowing you

A critical piece of policy input from
NAPWHA has been our involvement
in the development of the 8th
National HIV Strategy. Not yet
formally released, the Strategy
contains considerable input from
our organisation through
membership contribution, board
strategising and a considerable
amount of work and long hours over
the holiday season from our
executive director. There will be a
signiﬁcant body of work from
NAPWHA following the release of the
Strategy implementation plans, and
I look forward to continuing to work
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today fulﬁlling the Melbourne 2014
promise of virtually ending HIV
transmission by 2020.

we must fully address barriers to
access across the country — no
matter your circumstance or
situation.

Committee work
Engagement and collaborative
relationships with Canberra is
essential for NAPWHA, and I would
like to acknowledge our VicePresident Robert Mitchell for his
great work on the Ministerial
Advisory Committee on Blood-Borne
Viruses and Sexually transmissible
infections, various meetings with the
Parliamentary Liaison Group for
Blood-Borne Viruses and his
attendance to various other national

Adherence to treatment,
ageing are high priorities
Adherence to HIV treatment and HIV
and Ageing remain priority areas for
NAPWHA. To this end, in May 2018,
NAPWHA released Linkage to Care
Project Report: Identifying the
Barriers and Facilitators for People
Living with HIV to Treatment and
Care. Access to timely and
appropriate diagnosis, referral,
treatment and care are four points

end I would like to acknowledge
Professor Sharon Lewin and her
work with NAPWHA in setting up the
HIVCure.com.au website and the
Australian HIV Cure Community
Partnership. NAPWHA is inherently
about forming powerful relationships
that generate beneﬁcial outcomes
for people with HIV. In that regard,
our member organisations are
essential and have proven time and
again to be champions in their state
jurisdictions and magnanimous in
sharing knowledge, people and
resources with our diverse
population across the country. I
acknowledge your commitment and
contribution. I also acknowledge our
valuable partnership with ViiV — this
has allowed us to develop and
continue to deliver the MyLife+ app,
which has been downloaded by
around 8000 people in Australia.

Negotiating contracts

events and committees such as the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
HIV Awareness Week and the ASHM
conference organising committee.

of focus for us moving forward as
NAPWHA continues to advocate for
quality access to healthcare for all
PLHIV.

Medicare ineligibles

My Health Record

NAPWHA continues to advocate for
access to HIV treatment for
Medicare ineligible persons.
NAPWHA works alongside ASHM,
clinicians, researchers and
interested pharma bodies to
attempt to resolve the problems.
There is still a long way to go on this
issue as the current compassionate
access programs are only a
temporary measure. To protect the
health of the Australian population

NAPWHA shot into action when the
My Health Record initiative was ﬁrst
proposed. Our role has been to give
members up-to-date information on
the pros and cons of the scheme,
especially as it fails to remedy
conﬁdentiality concerns.

Forming powerful
relationships
Genuine collaboration is key to
achieving great endeavours, to this
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NAPWHA has successfully
negotiated and acquitted contracts
with the commonwealth. Importantly,
one outcome has been a thorough
and ongoing examination of the
concerns about ageing with HIV in
Australia. I would like to thank
commonwealth departmental staff
who have assisted us in negotiating
our contracts and supporting our
program of activities.
Lastly, I would like to offer my
deep appreciation to the board, our
executive director and NAPWHA
staff, without whom this work could
not be carried out. Thank you for
your unwavering commitment,
diligence and excellence. When we
combine our efforts, NAPWHA can
lead the world on how best to
empower positive people to live their
full potential in good health — free
from fear, stigma and
criminalisation.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

REPRESENTING
ALL VOICES
AARON COGLE

This past year has been
significant for NAPWHA:
we saw a number of
changes to our staff team
as well as adjustments to
the organisation’s
strategic direction. Against
this backdrop, NAPWHA
has maintained an
exceptionally high policy
output and demonstrated a
flexibility to respond to a
number of emerging new
priority areas for the body
positive.

his year we began the
formidable task of
reorienting NAPWHA
— and the broader national
HIV response — to ensure
the centrality of the
diverse HIV-positive voices
that make up our
communities. These
include women, Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islanders,
people with HIV in
contained environments,
and those from culturally
and linguistically diverse
(CALD) backgrounds.
All these voices were represented
at the very highest levels of the
response when NAPWHA held an
extensive series of consultations on
the development of the 8th National
Strategy.

T

During the strategy consultation,
NAPWHA argued for more focus on
the needs of the sub-populations —
such as women and Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islanders. We also
successfully advocated for the
inclusion of targets for stigma
reduction and improving quality of
life for HIV-positive people.
With the development of the
stigma indicators by the Centre for
Social Research in Health — and the
PozQol tool created by NAPWHA,
ARCSHS, ViiV Healthcare and the
Poz Action group — it is anticipated
that we will now be able to measure
changes in HIV stigma and quality of
life over time with unprecedented
accuracy. This represents an
excellent example of the importance
of NAPWHA leadership in identifying
the gaps in our knowledge base and
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then working with research centres
and other partners to ensure we
develop the solutions we need to ﬁll
them.
In July, the Femfatales held the
ﬁrst ever National Women’s
Symposium. Over 30 women from
HIV organisations Australia-wide
took part. After two days of
invigorating collaboration, a groundbreaking consensus statement was
produced which framed
contributions to the National
Strategy development. Additional
consultation opportunities were
organised through the Poz Action
group, which met in Victoria, Western
Australia and the Northern Territory.
These events allowed NAPWHA to
collect feedback from its
membership, PATSIN and other
priority groups of PLHIV.
This year NAPWHA undertook
signiﬁcantly more advocacy on
behalf of individual PLHIV. NAPWHA
intervened on behalf of PLHIV in
cases of adoption, employment and
in relation to HIV anti-discrimination
training for employers. Where ever
possible, we provided assistance for
the HIV/AIDS Legal Centre (HALC).
NAPWHA also made extensive
contributions to cases of criminal
HIV transmission as an amicus
curiae (friend of the court) in which
we attempted to help Australian
courts develop an enhanced
understanding of the modern
experience of living with HIV. With
the HIV sector in South Australia
facing further cuts in funding,
NAPWHA and Poz Action also
provided extensive support to
Positive Life SA.
NAPWHA continues to champion
the value of antiretroviral treatment
for individual health beneﬁts and for
preventing onward transmission of
HIV. The advent of HIV pre-exposure

prophylaxis (PrEP) is a critical new
addition to the HIV prevention
landscape. Indeed, Australia is
already seeing the beneﬁts of PrEP
with data showing new HIV
diagnoses falling dramatically in a
number of states and territories.
One of the challenges of the past
year has been to negotiate with
pharmaceutical companies and
Australian governments to make
PrEP accessible and affordable for
people at high risk to HIV. We have
worked particularly closely alongside
AFAO in this often complex and
challenging area — through the
marketing approval process for PrEP,
through to the setting up of clinical
trials to provide temporary PrEP
access, and through successful
lobbying to have PrEP made
affordable through the
Pharmaceutical Beneﬁts Scheme.
Led by the Australasian Society
for HIV, Viral Hepatitis and Sexual
Health Medicine (ASHM), NAPWHA
also contributed to the drafting of
clinical guidelines for making PrEP
available. These guidelines are an
important tool to help support
clinical care and PrEP access for
people who are at high risk of HIV. In
this work, NAPWHA was able to
articulate the importance of PrEP to
PLHIV as a mechanism for reducing
stigma and enabling a truly shared
responsibility for the prevention of
HIV transmission.
In addition this year, NAPWHA
also became the second
organisation in Australia (following
our Victorian member) to sign on to
the international consensus
statement that Undetectable =
Untransmittable. We followed this up
with a mini social media campaign
and advocated for the strongest
possible language around U=U to be
included in the draft 8th National
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HIV Strategy. Much investment is yet
needed. However, the powerful
combination of PrEP and U=U/TasP,
positions Australia well to potentially
become one of the ﬁrst countries in
the world to eliminate HIV
transmission.
This year NAPWHA made
extensive and important policy
contributions. With an enormous
input from NAPWHA, the National
Guidelines for the Management of
People with HIV Who Put Others at
Risk have now been updated to
incorporate the latest scientiﬁc
understanding of HIV treatment, care
and transmission. Publication is
anticipated later this year.
The My Health Record scheme
emerged as a concern for many in
our communities. The system offers
various conveniences for PLHIV —
particularly those with multiple
comorbidities — and also holds the
potential to unlock health beneﬁts
for all Australians in the future.
However, data privacy and the ease
with which personal information is
shared across government
departments for non-health-related
purposes impacts directly upon the
ability of PLHIV to be open and
honest with their healthcare
professionals. NAPWHA partnered
with HALC in preparing a detailed
brief for members and government
stakeholders.
The development of the NAPWHA
Resilience Framework was a major
activity of the organisation over the
last 12 months. The framework
develops our understanding of what
it takes to live with HIV while being
resilient — and even ﬂourishing — in
the face of persistent stigma and
discrimination. It is envisaged that
the framework will be used to
enhance current programs or
services; that it will inform policy

on behalf of the
community, aaron cogle
delivers a tribute to
professor david cooper
at aids 2018

development and service design;
and act as a guide to ensure
services are safe, culturally
competent and accessible for all
PLHIV. Application of the framework
will be discussed at the NAPWHA
AGM with further work being
planned for this ﬁnancial year. This
is a continuation of an important
area of NAPWHA’s work — work that
is unfortunately still relevant today —
that reaches back as early as the
2010 NAPWHA Stigma Audit.
Arrangements for linkage to, and
retention in, care have always been
identiﬁed by NAPWHA members as
an area of concern. In the era of
TasP, it is even more important that
positive people are retained in care.
In May 2018, NAPWHA released a
signiﬁcant research report,
Identifying the Barriers and
Facilitators for People Living with

HIV to Treatment and Care. The
report found that there were still
problems being experienced at the
point of diagnosis and, in some
cases, these negative experiences
led to loss of follow-up of newly
diagnosed PLHIV. There was not
always equitable access to
treatment and care — this was
reported especially for women and
people from CALD backgrounds.
The report also identiﬁed that
treatment reviews were not always
systematically initiated and, given
the important role now played in
community pharmacy, more
information needs to be circulated
about how chemists can assist in
review processes. The report also
recommended that some structured
peer support be offered immediately
upon diagnosis.
The MyLife+ app developed by

NAPWHA and ViiV in 2016 reached
nearly 8000 downloads in 2018! In
addition, the app has undergone a
number of important enhancements.
Firstly, the PozQol tool has now
replaced the mood diary. This will
contribute to turning PozQol into the
main quality-of-life measurement
tool for PLHIV in Australia. Secondly,
a rating system now allows NAPWHA
content to be coded to appear
exactly when it is needed most;
those with low mood scores, for
example, can be supplied with
content on how to manage
depression. Finally, a qualitative
survey of the users (and some nonusers) of the app is being
undertaken to identify further
potential enhancements. NAPWHA
is committed to making MyLife+ the
most useful, and used, app for
PLHIV in Australia, and 2018 has
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developed by napwha and viiv, the mylife+ app reached 8000 downloads in 2018
seen us take some impressive
strides in this direction.
NAPWHA recognises the
complexity of issues facing HIVpositive people as they age and are
committed to addressing concerns
surrounding service gaps and an
increasing ageing HIV-positive
population. With ﬁnancial support
from Queensland Positive People,
NAPWHA recruited David Pieper to
conduct a thorough review of the
needs of positive people who are
ageing, and to further investigate
service frameworks and gaps.
NAPWHA anticipates that this report
will be ﬁnalised at the end of 2018.
This document will provide an
invaluable platform for framing
future discussions across the sector.
It will also assist the Department of
Health and Ageing to develop a
strategic response.
The involvement of HIV-positive
people in the organisation and
delivery of the 2017 and 2018
ASHM conferences held in Canberra
and Sydney respectively, was
dramatically increased following key

negotiations between NAPWHA and
the HIV conference advisory
committee. NAPWHA mentored and
supported HIV-positive
representatives to take part in all of
the organisation committees, as well
as the National Program Committee.
And, in 2018, positive
representation was increased to
ensure that at least one HIV-positive
person or community representative
chairs or is on the panel for each of
the conference sessions. This is an
outstanding example of the
GIPA/MIPA principles in practice.
In addition, NAPWHA championed
indigenous voices at the 2018
ASHM conference. Valerie Nicholson,
an HIV-positive First Nations’
woman, opened the conference with
an impressive presentation about
the indigenous experience of HIV in
Canada. PATSIN hosted the
NAPWHA symposium and, for the
ﬁrst time ever, HIV-positive
indigenous speakers from Canada,
New Zealand, Papua New Guinea
and Australia took to the stage to
describe how indigenous
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perspectives could enhance and
improve the global HIV response.
NAPWHA supported a large
Australian contingent of emerging
and established HIV-positive
community inﬂuencers and leaders
to attend the International AIDS
Conference in Amsterdam. Their
attendance was an enormous
success. Our representatives
reported on their experiences for
Positive Living magazine, attended a
NAPWHA coordination dinner, and
brought extensive learning and new
understandings of HIV research and
science back to Australia for
implementation throughout the HIV
sector. Meanwhile, I had the
privilege to speak on behalf of the
Australian HIV-positive community at
the David Cooper memorial session.
NAPWHA also assisted Igat Hope
in PNG to plan and run its 3rd
National Conference for PLHIV. The
successful event was held over three
days and attracted more than 200
delegates. Various HIV-positive
priority populations were
represented in workshops and

the powerful combination of prep
and u=u positions australia to
potentially become one of the ﬁrst
countries in the world to eliminate
hiv transmission.
information sessions. Through
funding support from the
Collaboration for Health in PNG,
NAPWHA also delivered two
Psychology of HIV Treatments
workshops for Igat Hope members.
The situation for PLHIV in PNG
remains difﬁcult. Interruptions in the
treatment supply chain and
coinfection with TB and malaria
make the clinical management of
HIV extremely complex. NAPWHA
continues to work closely with
Scarlet Alliance, AFAO, ASHM and incountry partners to monitor and
respond to the situation, and to
inﬂuence key stakeholders in the
Australian government to provide
additional support.
NAPWHA also assisted our peer
organisation in Timor-Leste —
Estrela Plus — in completing and
publishing the Stigma Index.
NAPWHA and ASHM have
responded with a joint proposal for
continuation of our work that seeks
to maximise value and efﬁciency
through partnership.
The past year saw the oganisation

deliver another solid ﬁnancial
performance. NAPWHA acquitted its
activity contract with the
Department of Heath as of 30 June
2018 and signed a new contract
that will run through to late 2020.
Our existing health peaks and
advisory bodies funding will run
through to June 2019. The
organisation also brought in a
considerable amount of income
from non-government sources. A
continuing program of close budget
management identiﬁed further
efﬁciency savings and this will
continue into the next ﬁnancial year.
This has allowed NAPWHA to make
further payments off the mortgage,
reducing future property overheads.
The staff proﬁle saw signiﬁcant
changes this year. We have bid a
fond farewell to Bill Paterson, who
left NAPWHA to take up a job with
ViiV Healthcare. In his time at
NAPWHA, Bill made extraordinary
contributions for which we cannot
thank him enough. We wish him all
the best on the exciting new trail
that he is blazing with ViiV

Healthcare. Christopher Kelly also
left NAPWHA after ﬁve years as the
editor of Positive Living magazine to
move closer to his family in Spain.
David Pieper ended his time as the
HIV and Ageing Project Ofﬁcer. We
welcomed Katy Roy as the new
National Policy Manager and Dr
John Rule also joined the team as
the new Senior Research Manager.
Gladys Jimenez continues to keep
us all well organised as the
administration and reception ofﬁcer.
It is an impressive team and we look
forward to 2018–2019 with
excitement and an eagerness to
improve the lives of all PLHIV.
This year provided plenty of
opportunities for NAPWHA and the
body positive to demonstrate
solidarity, resourcefulness and
strength. I consider myself fortunate
to be the executive director of an
organisation that continues to listen
to and reﬂect the interests of its
members. My special thanks go to
the board, membership, staff and
special representatives for their
continuing support.
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COMMUNICATIONS

THE MEDIA
MACHINE
CHRISTOPHER KELLY • MEDIA OFFICER

It’s been yet another
productive year for
NAPWHA’s media
operations, once again
providing unique content
to people with HIV across
multiple platforms.

irst up, a review of
Positive Living. In
these post-truth
times, NAPWHA’s quarterly
digital magazine for the
positive community in
Australia continued to
state the facts about HIV.
In the spring 2017 issue, we
reported on the latest ﬁndings of
the Australian-led study Opposites
Attract, which — by recording ZERO
transmissions of HIV from 17,000
acts of condomless sex between
poz-neg couples — had just
reconﬁrmed the science behind
U=U. Positive Voices featured guys
sharing what it means to be
undetectable. “Now I know I’m
healthy and can’t pass on the virus,
I’m enjoying every moment life
brings,” Michael told PL.

F
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But it wasn’t all good news. The
spring issue of PL also reported on
the ever-worsening syphilis epidemic
affecting remote Australia.
Describing the situation as a
“national shame”, health expert
James Ward told PL that the
epidemic highlighted “the urgent
need for investment in sexual health
services for young Aboriginal
Australians living in remote regions”.
Meanwhile, David Menadue threw
the spotlight on the number of
Australian clinics ill-equipped to
deal with a patient’s HIV-diagnosis
— especially those in rural and
regional areas.
The summer issue of PL explored
the scientiﬁc approaches that might
one day bring an end to the need
for people with HIV to remain on
lifelong treatment. We marked the

30th anniversary of one of the most
poignant monuments of the AIDS
epidemic by telling the story behind
the inception of the AIDS Memorial
Quilt. With holiday season upon us,
David Menadue gave readers the
lowdown on travel insurance and
supplied tips for the positive
traveller. In a one-on-one interview,
author Armistead Maupin spoke of
‘70s San Francisco, AIDS, and
ageing. And we featured all the news
from ASHM 2017, including the
latest Kirby Institute epidemiological
data.
The big news to feature in
the autumn issue of PL was
PBAC’s approval of PrEP.
Responding to the
announcement, the Kirby
Institute’s Professor Andrew
Grulich told PL that it was
an essential step in
Australia’s response to HIV.
“PrEP places Australia in a
very strong position to be
the ﬁrst country in the world
to virtually eliminate HIV
transmission.” The case of
trans sex worker CJ Palmer
also featured. CJ was
sentenced to six years in a
male prison in WA after
being found guilty of
grievous bodily harm for the
transmission of HIV to a sexual
partner. As PL reported at the time,
such a verdict further highlighted
the negative impact the use of
criminal law has on Australia’s HIV
response. “The effect of this
decision and accompanying
sensationalised community
discussion is a perception that
people living with HIV are criminals,”
Jules Kim, CEO of the Australian Sex
Workers Association told PL.
Meanwhile — with Australia
poised to become a major supplier

of medicinal marijuana — PL
examined the growing evidence
suggesting pot can help treat HIV in
a number of surprising ways. HIV
and the Body focused on the
kidneys while, in Positive Voices, Tom
Hayes recounted his fraught
experiences of dating and
disclosure. The autumn issue also
saw the launch of a new feature: The
Inﬂuencers. Throwing the spotlight
on some of Australia’s young
activists and advocates, the ﬁrst
inﬂuencer to be proﬁled was Ruan
Uys of the HIVSTERS.

reported on the symptoms and the
solutions. We also reported on a
study that showed a disturbingly
high number of HIV-negative gay
men doubting the science of U=U. In
Positive Voices, people in
serodiscordant relationships
discussed sex and intimacy, while
HIV and the Body focused on the
bones. And following the sad news
of the death of Professor David
Cooper, PL paid tribute to ‘The
People’s Champion’. Former
NAPWHA executive director Jo
Watson recalled to PL: “Patients

Positive Living covers
from the past year
above a new PL feature —
the Inﬂuencers — proﬁled
australia’s young activists
and advocates
left

HIV criminalisation led as the
cover story for the winter issue of
PL. In Fighting for HIV Justice,
advocate Olivia Ford argued that the
modern realities of living with HIV
are being overlooked by the criminal
justice system. The My Health
Record scheme also came under
scrutiny, as marginalised
communities voiced their concerns
over potential breaches of privacy.
With studies showing people with
HIV more likely to suffer depression
than their negative peers, PL

were his focus. They gave him much
inspiration over the years — and
much humility. And for that we loved
him.”
Many thanks yet again to the PL
team — Designer Stevie Bee,
Associate Editor David Menadue
and Proofreader Vicky Fisher — for
their unwavering commitment to
producing a magazine NAPWHA can
be proud of.
During the past 12 months,
NAPWHA’s websites —
napwha.org.au, HIV Cure and
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napwha’s websites hIv Cure and positive living kept people up-to-date with the latest thinking
above left napwha paid tribute to professor David Cooper
above Centre the Mylife+ app underwent an upgrade
above rIght napwha main website continued to inform the positive community
top

Positive Living — continued to
provide the positive community with
the latest HIV-related news and
information. Meanwhile, our social
media platforms promoted various
events such as World AIDS Day, the
National Day of Women Living with
HIV, Long-term Survivors’ Day, World
Hepatitis Day, the Candlelight
Memorial, plus the CROI and ASHM
conferences. We also used social
media to message the community
about such pertinent topics as U=U,
HIV stigma, quality of life, and
ageing well with HIV. Our platforms
also promoted HIV-related

community events, various surveys,
Indigenous health, and general
nutritional advice.
NAPWHA also continued to
provide monthly content for the
MyLife+ app. The app went through
an upgrade during the year and now
includes Australia’s ﬁrst quality of
life scale — PozQol. Developed by La
Trobe University’s Australian
Research Centre in Sex, Health and
Society in partnership with
NAPWHA, POZ ACTION and ViiV
Healthcare, the PozQol scale allows
users to receive a quality of life
score by answering just 13 questions.
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Through media releases, NAPWHA
paid tribute to some giants of the
sector who sadly passed away
during the year: Professor David
Cooper, Levinia Crooks, Neville
Fazulla and Tony Maynard. We also
responded to the sentencing of
trans sex worker CJ Palmer, the PBS
listing of PrEP, and the irrefutable
scientiﬁc evidence behind U=U.
Finally, in response to the
government’s controversial My
Health Record scheme, NAPWHA
produced a factsheet laying out the
pros and cons for people who may
have concerns.

THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS PREPARED BY OUR AUDITORS, ASHBY AND CO, CAN BE FOUND AT PAGES 41–56.

FINANCE

MONEY
MATTERS
SCOTT HARLUM • SECRETARY-TREASURER

NAPWHA recorded a small
deficit of $10,285 for the
year on a total income of
$914,791 against
expenses of $925,076. The
result was consistent with
budget and the board’s
expectations. The
organisation was able to
meet the deficit from
retained reserves and the
result follows surpluses in
2015, 2016 and 2017.

APWHA remains
reliant on
Commonwealth
Government grant funding,
which accounted for about
70% of total income in
2018. This funding increased
from $557,473 in 2017 to
$647,073 in 2018, but
remains substantially
reduced from 2016 when
NAPWHA received $914,720
from the commonwealth.
Pharmaceutical grants remain
important supplemental income for
the organisation and enabled
NAPWHA to undertake some key
pieces of work in 2018. NAPWHA
thanks our pharmaceutical partners
who contributed $108,617 in
sponsorships in 2018.
The organisation’s operating

N

expenses continue to be tightly
managed by staff, who I again
acknowledge and thank for their
commitment to NAPWHA.
The audited ﬁnancial reports for
2017–2018 record a decrease in
the organisation’s net assets from
$838,139 to $827,854, consistent
with the year’s operating loss.
During the year NAPWHA utilised
cash reserves to substantially pay
down loans against its primary
asset, the Newtown ofﬁces. In 2018,
total bank loans decreased to
$181,939 from $321,292 in 2017.
Savings in recent years have
substantially strengthened
NAPWHA’s position and established
signiﬁcant ﬁnancial reserves. The
organisation is well placed to take
advantage of those reserves in
coming years.
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OPERATIONS

A SHORT
OVERVIEW
NAPWHA front-of-house
operations are managed
under the watchful eye of
our Administration Officer
Gladys Jimenez.

s well as continuing
to be the welcoming
face of NAPWHA
during the year, Gladys also
oversaw key projects such
as the upgrade of our IT
hardware system with
consulting firm Avante, and
the creation of a digital
archive of older files and
important documents.
Aaron Cogle sailed on as the
executive director managing to keep
up excellent relationships with the
diverse funding bodies and partner
organisations. Christopher Kelly
maintained the information arms of
NAPWHA through regular digital
publications such as Positive Living
and The Digest as well as our social
media platforms. Bill Patterson
ensured that the organisation’s

A
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operations were efﬁcient and that
the interests of member
organisations were always attended
to.
During this ﬁnancial year
consultants have been an integral
part of the NAPWHA team to deliver
program outcomes.
n Adrian Ogier has been regularly
contracted to deliver
organisational outputs.
n Brent Allan and Kirsty Machon
worked hard to consult with
members and develop and bring
shape to the Resilience Framework.
n John Rule and Jeanne Ellard
teamed up to produce two
excellent reports for NAPWHA,
one on HIV prevention education
and retention in care and the
other on barriers to treatment and
care.

A SAMPLE OF PUBLICATIONS, CONFERENCES
AND OTHER ACTIVITIES, 2017–2018
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FEMFATALES

PRIORITISING
OUR NEEDS
KATHERINE LEANE • CONVENOR

The Femfatales — officially
known as the National
Network of Women Living
with HIV — had a
productive 2017–2018
year collaborating with
like-minded people and
networks who understand
and work towards
implementing the MIPA
and GIPA principles,
including the Meaningful
Involvement of Women with
HIV (MIWA).

s effective decisionmakers involved in
policy and health
reform and contributors to
the national debate, the
Femfatales continued to
ensure that the voices of
the diverse community of
women living with HIV
(WLHIV) in Australia are
heard and represented
across the four pillars of
the HIV response.
By increasing the visibility and
the voice of WLHIV, the Femfatales
will continue to highlight important
issues such as gender disparity,
gaps in HIV testing, women’s health,
education, employment, and HIV
service delivery appropriate to our
needs.
During this ﬁnancial year, the

A
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Femfatales coordinated and
directed sessions at NAPWHA’s
membership meetings. This has had
the two-fold beneﬁt of raising the
proﬁle of our work, and also
increased the broader NAPWHA
memberships’ understanding of how
to support the needs of WLHIV.
These sessions evaluated very well
with the membership and beneﬁted
from full and active participation by
members. The Femfatales are happy
to note that there has been an
increase in the number of women
attending and participating in the
NAPWHA national meetings — either
as members of the Femfatales and/
or state and territory
representatives.
As a national network, the
Femfatales understand that peer
support is the most powerful and

effective approach when reaching
the upcoming 8th HIV National
annual event on March 9 featured
out to WLHIV. During the year, we
Strategy. In doing this we raised the
the tagline “Celebrate, Advocate,
continued to advocate for positive
proﬁle of WLHIV and particularly
Inspire and Empower”. This special
change by reinforcing the message
advocated to improve the lives of
event provided not only an
that HIV is still an issue for women,
women at risk of, or living with, HIV
opportunity to shine the spotlight on
and that WLHIV remain a
in Australia. This was informed by
women, but also to highlight the
marginalised population in Australia. evidence-based prevention,
important advocacy and policy work
Helping people better understand
research, data and testing. The
of the Femfatales at a national level.
the lived realities of WLHIV is
Femfatales extend their gratitude to
The Australian Research Centre in
paramount, and the Femfatales
everyone who attended and
Sex, Health and Society HIV Futures
continue to raise awareness of the
contributed so generously.
8 survey provides striking evidence
social, economic and political
Lobbying for women to be named that prevention campaigns are not
inequalities faced
by WLHIV.
Further, the
Femfatales
continue to
advocate and
encourage WLHIV
to become active
participants in the
national response
and to embrace
leadership roles.
In demonstrating
the reach of our
national network,
the Femfatales, in
collaboration with
NAPWHA, Positive
Women Victoria,
Queensland
Positive People,
and Positive Life
NSW (PLNSW) cofacilitated a highly
successful
National Women’s Femfatales convenor Kath Leane speaking at NAPWHA’s SGM
Symposium over
two days in
Sydney. After much vibrant
as a priority population at risk of HIV targeting women, and that women
discussion and robust debate, a
remains a strategy for the
continue to be identiﬁed in higher
national consensus statement was
Femfatales. This has been
numbers amongst late diagnosis. In
developed identifying key
successful in Victoria where women
an effort to address these issues,
recommendations for a submission
are listed as a priority population
the Femfatales ensured that
to the federal government.
within the Victorian HIV strategy
messages about HIV testing for
The submitted document
2017–2020.
women played a key role in
advocated for women to be
The Femfatales promoted the
promotion for the National Day of
identiﬁed as a priority population in
third National Day of WLHIV. This
WLHIV. “Get tested and know your
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a survey showed a high number of
respondents unaware of the risk of anal
cancer for women living with hiv.
status” was a key part of promotion
across all states and territories. In
Australia more than half of all
women diagnosed with HIV have
never been tested for HIV prior to
their diagnosis and this fact is a
major concern for the Femfatales,
and further evidence that women
continue to fall through the gaps of
testing, treatment, diagnosis and
care.
Over the past 12 months, the
Femfatales also drew attention to
the gaps in research on treatment
side-effects speciﬁc to women with
HIV. Femfatale members continue to
advocate for more research on the
reproductive health of WLHIV —
including the psychological issues
related to reproduction and family.
This includes issues speciﬁc to
WLHIV around pregnancy, childbirth,
breastfeeding, and general family
life. There are a lack of support
networks — both formal and
informal — in Australia for WLHIV,
and this clearly needs to change.
The Femfatales’ ongoing work
around HIV and breastfeeding
identiﬁed that there are still
important gaps in the existing
evidence base. In order to make an
informed and evidence-based
decision to breastfeed, women with
HIV need accurate and unbiased
information about the risks and

beneﬁts. While transmission risk
appears low, it is not zero. The
current guidelines and
recommendations support formula
feeding even when a woman is in
continuous supportive clinical care,
on ART and achieving full virological
suppression. In light of this, the
Femfatales submitted a position
paper to the ASHM ARV Guidelines
Committee supporting a formal
request for a review of national
clinical guidelines for HIV-positive
women and breastfeeding. ASHM
responded by supporting the
formation of a reference group with
the inclusion of two Femfatales
members. This sub-committee has
been presented with a ﬁrst draft of
Australian Guidelines for HIVPositive Women and Breastfeeding,
with comments and feedback in
progress. The Femfatales are excited
to be key participants in this
important national conversation that
includes input and expertise from a
diverse number of medical and
healthcare professionals.
Another important piece of work
the Femfatales was involved in
during the year was partnering with
PLNSW in implementing a national
survey investigating Human
Papillomavirus (HPV) related cancer
among women and people with
cervixes living with HIV. The survey
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consisted of 48 questions and
resulted in a quantity of data and
salient themes to inform the
community.
The stand-out message from this
survey data was the staggeringly
high number of respondents who
were unaware of the increased risk
of anal cancer for WLHIV. Key
ﬁndings also showed the positive
community's limited knowledge on
the potential risks of HPV for WLHIV.
Of particular concern, was the
number of healthcare professionals
who had limited awareness of, and
access to, accurate and up-to-date
information on HPV.
On behalf of the women behind
the Femfatales we thank all our
supporters, partners, friends and
family who have assisted us during
the year in ensuring WLHIV are a
visible force, and that their powerful
and wise voices are represented
and prioritised. We also
acknowledge our past members who
continue in their everyday lives to
advocate in their own way and in
helping to raise the proﬁle of WLHIV.
Finally, thanks to the dedicated
NAPWHA team of staff, board,
volunteers, members and active
participants who have all
contributed to improving women’s
health, wellbeing and quality of life
during the past 12 months.

POSITIVE ABORIGINAL & TORRES STRAIT
ISLANDER NETWORK (PATSIN)

WORKING FOR
THE POZ MOB
MICHELLE TOBIN • CONVENOR

Firstly, I would like to
acknowledge the passing
of our colleague and
beautiful brother Neville
Fazulla; he was a warrior,
and a strong, compassionate
and dedicated leader,
advocating for our mob for
more than 30 years. The
legacy Neville has left us
lives on in the work PATSIN
continues to do.

health research
scholarship —
sponsored by
SAHMRI and called the
Neville Fazulla Aboriginal
Health Scholarship — has
been established in
remembrance of Neville
and his tireless work for
our people in the HIV
health sector.
The Aboriginal Torres Strait
Islander HIV Awareness Week
(ATSIHAW) breakfast launch was
held at Parliament House in
Canberra in November 2017. As
convenor of PATSIN I attended this
important event, alongside
committee members Keith Ball and
Stephen Morgan. Keith also
represented PATSIN at the World
AIDS Day parliamentary breakfast

A

and participated on the Q&A panel
in Parliament House. At the ATSIHAW
launch, we were informed of recently
released national data showing that
the rate of HIV diagnoses among
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
(ATSI) people is now more than
double the rate for the nonIndigenous Australian-born
population. This rate has increased
by 33 percent during the last ﬁve
years, while the rate in the nonIndigenous Australian-born
population has decreased by 22
percent in the same period. The
data clearly exposes a new gap in
health between the two populations
— a situation very concerning for
PATSIN and one we will address in
the coming years.
Over the past year, PATSIN
committee members developed a
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left

Michelle tobin with ‘beautiful brother’ neville fazulla
Michelle tobin with patSIn committee members Keith ball and Stephen Morgan at parliament house

rIght

Strategic Directions paper
addressing care and support
models for our mob. This strategy is
still in draft form but, when
completed, will act as a guide for
Aboriginal Community Controlled
Health Services and mainstream
agencies that care and support ATSI
HIV-positive people. PATSIN was
also represented on the THEME D
committee for the 2018 ASHM
conference in Sydney.
As convenor of PATSIN, I was
recently invited by Queensland
Positive People (QPP) to visit the
Cairns Sexual Health Clinic. While
there, I met with clinic staff —
including an Aboriginal health
worker — a QPP Peer Navigator, as
well as recently diagnosed clients. I
also met with stakeholders and
spoke at the outbreak advisory
meeting that consisted of
Queensland Health, Queensland
AIDS Council, Queensland
Aboriginal and Islander Health
Council, 2 Spirits, QPP and many
others. The meeting was held in
response to the large number of STI
outbreaks that have occurred in
Queensland in recent years.
The visit was also a great

opportunity to share my personal
lived experience as well as promote
the work of PATSIN. I spoke about
the importance of paid positions for
our mob to be able to work with the
newly diagnosed and to be able to
link clients into services that are
culturally appropriate. There were
also many conversations around
PrEP, PEP, treatment uptake, and the
importance of spreading the U=U
message among ATSI communities.
PATSIN will work closely with QPP in
the future helping to organise a
retreat for ATSI people living with
HIV for early next year. Also, our
banner — ‘Us Mob Stronger Together
We Walk Together’ — is currently on
proud display in the Cairns Sexual
Health Clinic.
PATSIN is continuing to develop
an electronic newsletter — to be
called Poz Mob — which will be
distributed every four months. The enewsletter will contain stories from
HIV-positive ATSI people about how
they are living with HIV (the good,
the bad and the ugly) as well as
treatments information and a list of
support contact services.
PATSIN will also be promoting
itself to all s100 HIV treatment
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prescribers, the National Aboriginal
Community Controlled Health
Organisation, state HIV
organisations and other HIV-related
service providers. Along with a
PATSIN membership application
form, we will be sending out an
introductory letter and a
promotional ﬂyer in an attempt to
increase awareness of the
organisation and to boost
community membership. In that
regard, PATSIN currently has about
30 members registered on its
Facebook page. Committee
members are encouraged to
promote PATSIN to their networks,
and especially to any other poz mob
they know of, and to direct people
to the PATSIN Facebook page and to
our page on the NAPWHA website.
PATSIN continued to hold an
annual face-to-face meeting and
various teleconference catch-ups
during the year. For this, PATSIN
thanks NAPWHA for its ongoing
generous support. Looking ahead,
PATSIN hopes to source funding
opportunities to enable the network
to become more involved in
prevention and educational
strategies for our mob in the future.

state of the
positive
nation
full members living positive vistoria 25
northern territory 28 positive life nsw 29
positive life sa 31 positive living act 33
positive organisation western australia 34
queensland positive people 35 tasmania 37
associate members positive women victoria 38
pozhet 39

a year of collaboration
APWHA promotes a collaborative framework across all areas of member and stakeholder
engagement. This ﬁnancial year NAPWHA and Positive Life NSW have been able to provide
additional support to both Positive Life SA and the newly incorporated Positive Organisation
Western Australia, while Queensland Positive People has helped other organisations across the
country adopt its successful Peer Navigator program module.
Partnerships with AIDS Councils remain critical for people with HIV living in smaller state and
territories where resources don’t always allow for a separately funded organisation but where HIVpositive advocates still have an important role in presenting the positive voice on issues of the day.
And this year has seen NAPWHA’s member organisations and representatives put strong emphasis
on informing the positive community about the importance of U=U (Undetectable=Untransmittable).
Through peer support — particularly aimed at those newly diagnosed — the U=U message has helped
reduce some of the stigma so often associated with living with HIV by explaining how becoming
undetectable — and therefore unable to transmit the virus to sexual partners — is as easy as taking
one or two antiviral pills every day.

n
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LIVING POSITIVE
VICTORIA
n World AIDS Day
2017, Living Positive
Victoria welcomed
the state government’s
commitment of $300,000
towards a pilot project that
places HIV-positive peer
workers in high-caseload
HIV Melbourne clinics.
Launching the scheme at the
Doherty Institute, Health Minister Jill
Hennessy explained that the project
will run from 2018–2020 and be
steered by Living Positive Victoria.
Peer workers will be placed across a
number of clinics and hospitals
including Prahran Market Clinic,
Melbourne Sexual Health Centre,
the Alfred, Monash Health and
Northside Clinic. The team
encompasses the personal
experience of living with HIV through

O

various lenses that cross gender,
sexuality and ethnicity.
Peer Support Manager Sara
Graham says expanding this area of
service delivery is vital to the
Victorian HIV response. “Having
access to someone who has the
lived experience at such a crucial
time in his or her HIV journey is
invaluable,” said Graham. “This type
of support has been shown to
improve people’s knowledge, skills
and conﬁdence to manage their
wellbeing and overall quality of life.
These roles will also address the
challenges of retaining people living
with HIV in care and ensuring they
connect to various support services.”
New strategic plan
After an extensive consultation
process with stakeholders and

members, Living Positive Victoria
launched its new strategic plan in
2017. “The Strategic Plan 2018 and
Beyond is the cornerstone for how
Living Positive Victoria will govern
itself and contribute to the HIV
response in Victoria,” said Living
Positive Victoria President,
Christabel Millar. “Using a bipartisan
approach and adopting a gendersensitive attitude to all of our work,
the vision for the organisation
includes the meaningful involvement
of PLHIV, and responsiveness to all
the needs of PLHIV.”
U=U community forum
Christabel Millar joined Bruce
Richman, champion of the U=U
consensus statement; Associate
Professor Edwina Wright from Alfred
Health; and Davey Thompson in a
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above living positive

victoria pushing the
u=u message at the
2017 midsumma
festival
right living positive

victoria president,
christabel millar
speaking at 2017
world aids day event
in victoria.
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community forum facilitated by Nic
Holas. The U=U consensus
statement has been endorsed by
more than 550 groups — including
community health organisations —
in 73 countries, and translated into
15 languages. In February 2017,
Living Positive Victoria became the
ﬁrst Australian organisation to sign
the U=U consensus statement,
followed immediately by NAPWHA.
World AIDS Day
Christabel Millar presented a
sombre reﬂection of the past while
articulating hopes for the future as
she addressed the World AIDS Day
theme: HIV is still here and still
matters. A minute’s silence was held
to honour the recent passing of
Levinia Crooks, following which,
keynote speaker Professor Jenny Hoy
shared Crooks’s journey as an HIV
practitioner spanning decades.
Adam Ehm also powerfully
illustrated the reality of the stigma
that people living with HIV continue
to face and the dilemmas he has
personally experienced around
disclosure.
Meanwhile, Health Minister Jill
Hennessy announced the Victorian
government’s endorsement of the
U=U consensus statement. She also
promised improvements and
changes to pre- and post-test
counselling training requirements to
facilitate the increased rollout of
peer-based HIV testing.
At a community forum, key HIV
community members discussed the
theme, From the Grim Reaper to
U=U. Panellists Professor Sharon
Lewin (The Doherty Institute), Chris
Lemoh (Monash Health physician),
Richard Keane (former president of
Living Positive Victoria), and
Christabel Millar shared their
individual perspectives about how

the response has evolved and what
the future holds. All panellists
described the U=U message as truly
groundbreaking for the positive
community because people no
longer have to fear they will pass on
HIV to their sexual partners.
New CEO
In June 2018, Living Positive Victoria
announced the appointment of
Richard Keane as its new chief

an exciting new vision for all people
living with HIV in Victoria.”
Richard’s commitment to the HIV
community has allowed him to take
on a diversity of roles within the HIV
response over the last 25 years.
Some of his previous engagements
include being a member of the
Ministerial AIDS Advisory
Committee, and a facilitator of the
Positive Leadership Development
Institute Australia/New Zealand.

i will continue to champion the
meaningful involvement of people
living with hiv as central to an
effective community-led response.
living positive victoria ceo, richard Keane
executive ofﬁcer. “I am delighted to
welcome Richard to the organisation
at such a pivotal time. We know with
conﬁdence that the organisation is
in the capable hands of a seasoned
and cultured individual,” said Millar.
“Living Positive Victoria was born out
of the passion and dedication of
people living with HIV. Richard will
preserve that legacy while pursuing

“I am honoured to have this
opportunity to lead an organisation
whose people and culture has
enabled me and countless others to
build skills and resilience over the
last three decades,” said Keane. “As
CEO, I will continue to champion the
meaningful involvement of people
living with HIV as central to an
effective community-led response.”
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NORTHERN
TERRITORY
ver the past year,
HIV-positive people
in the NT have
enjoyed the hospitality of a
local chef who invites them
into his home in Darwin for
regular dinner parties.
The dinners — Eat Indulge
Connect — allow people to enjoy a
private conﬁdential space to catch
up and share experiences, as well
as feast on good food. The events
have included a Christmas party for
about 20 people. A support group
for HIV-positive women also meets

O

regularly in Darwin.
The highlight of the year, however,
was a Drag and Comedy Night
during World AIDS Awareness Week,
which raised $5000 for the HIV
services program at the Northern
Territory AIDS and Hepatitis Council.
“There was the usual sale of red
ribbons during the week with street
stalls in the centre of the city to raise
awareness of HIV,” said NT NAPWHA
representative Daniel Alderman.
A major issue that has concerned
people with HIV in the NT over the
past year has been the possibility

that the Darwin Hospital could start
referring the dispensing of HIV
antivirals to community pharmacies.
“Many PLHIV have said they would
struggle with co-payments if this
were to happen,” said Alderman.
Finally, a new clinic has been
established in Darwin to bring in HIV
specialists from Brisbane and
Melbourne to consult patients for
three days each month. “This has
added much-needed medical
expertise as there is only one other
doctor in Darwin who can prescribe
HIV antivirals,” said Alderman.

many hiv-positive people have said they would struggle with co-payments
if darwin hospital were to start referring the dispensing of hiv antiretrovirals
to community pharmacies.
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POSITIVE
LIFE NSW
hroughout the year,
Positive Life NSW
continued to advocate
for people living with HIV
(PLHIV) on a number of
issues of importance to the
community. These include
PLHIV living with chronic
and complex health
conditions, anal and other
HPV-related cancers, HIV
Associated Neurocognitive
Disorder (HAND), and heart
disease.
“Positive Life NSW does this
through support, information and
referral services,” said Positive Life
CEO, Craig Cooper. “The agency
promotes HIV service engagement,
improvement of retention and
linkage to treatment and care,
health service navigation and

T

treatment decision making of PLHIV
across NSW.”
Social determinants of health
Positive Life NSW’s Housing Support
program, in partnership with the
MAC AIDS Fund, continued to
support PLHIV to navigate the
housing system by utilising a range
of referral pathways and service
partner networks. Meanwhile, the
HIV Work Ready program supported
people with HIV to return to paid and
volunteer work on their own terms.
In partnership with NSW Sexual
Health Information Link and the HIV
Support Program, Positive Life also
coordinated a peer-led partner
notiﬁcation (PLPN) program for
PLHIV and newly diagnosed peers to
inform their sexual and injecting
partners of their HIV status or other

recently acquired STIs. “The PLPN
program offers a road map so peers
can self-direct, empower and build
individual agency — as well as
increase testing for people who may
have been potentially exposed to
HIV,” said Cooper.
Positive Life NSW also provided a
range of services to combat
systemic and individualised stigma
and discrimination, including health
promotion information via electronic
and print media platforms, and a
range of community and
educational events — such as
Genesis, Peer2Peer, +Connect, and
the Positive Speakers Bureau.
Positive Life’s work with HIV sector
partners to advance healthcare for
individuals ageing with HIV has
been ongoing throughout the ﬁrst
half of the ﬁnancial year. This
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advancing healthcare for
ageing people with hiv was
a major focus for positive
life during the year.
included a needs assessment and
service mapping exercise, and a
published report addressing the
delivery of information and referral
pathways in the health services
environment.
Representation and advocacy
In late July 2017, the Immediate
Start survey closed with 900
respondents. “Our position —
supported by members — that all
people diagnosed with HIV are
offered combination antiretroviral
therapy immediately at the point of
diagnosis was reﬂected in the
revision of the World Health
Organisation’s guidelines on when to
start treatment,” said Cooper.
Advocacy also focused on raising
awareness of the My Health Record
(MHR) scheme — an online
electronic database of people’s
health information. “Positive Life
NSW took the position that there

were considerable impacts on
PLHIV,” said Cooper. In partnership
with Health Consumers NSW and
the Sex Workers Outreach Project,
Positive Life began a targeted
campaign to highlight privacy and
system security concerns, and the
potential legal implications for
vulnerable populations such as
people who inject drugs, or people
who live with a criminal history or
are involved with the criminal justice
system. Under the tagline, ‘If in
Doubt, Opt-Out’, a factsheet
suggested that PLHIV opt-out of the
scheme until legitimate concerns
have been addressed. To this end,
Positive Life submitted feedback to
the Department of Health, and
maintained an active online
information loop for its members.
During the year, Positive Life NSW
also protested the Therapeutic
Goods Administration’s ban on overthe-counter pain relief products

containing codeine. “We provided a
peer-led voice informing PLHIV of the
change and made suggestions to
mitigate the impact this will have on
people who experience peripheral
neuropathy and chronic intermittent
pain associated with other comorbid
conditions,” said Cooper.
In partnership with PozAction
members, ViiV Healthcare Australia,
and research partners and
collaborators, Positive Life NSW also
continued to participate in helping
to develop a HIV Health &
Information Research Ethics
(HHIRE) community governance
framework. “This framework would
provide PLHIV greater involvement
and ownership of HIV research in
Australia, along with a central
repository for Australian-based
research involving PLHIV, which can
be shared around the world,” said
Cooper. All in all, a big year for
Positive Life.

with community voicing privacy
concerns, positive life suggested
some of its members opt out of
the mhr scheme.
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POSITIVE LIFE SA
espite having few
resources and no
paid staff, Positive
Life South Australia (PLSA)
has continued its efforts to
support PLHIV in SA.
“One of the most promising
developments has been the funding
by the AIDS Trust of a needs
assessment for PLHIV in South
Australia,” said PLSA President
Katherine Leane. “This should give a
clearer idea of the service and
advocacy gaps for positive people in
the state, and hopefully lead to some
funded programs and staff for PLSA.”
Thanks to SAMESH — the major
funded LGBTI and HIV organisation
in SA — PLSA has been able to
continue to host a number of events
and forums during the year,
including its popular Friday lunches.

D

“Their new team leader, Matt Tyne,
has been great at setting up joint
initiatives with PLSA to try to
increase engagement with the
positive population,” said Leane.
The PLSA-SAMESH partnership
also included a joint World AIDS Day
breakfast and a lunchtime BBQ held
in Hindmarsh Square. The
organisations also worked together
on conducting a candlelight vigil
ceremony in May. The focus of the
event was twofold: remembering
those lost to HIV/AIDS while
celebrating the lives of positive
people.
Positive Life SA has also been
involved in quite a lot of advocacy in
the past year. It has largely been on
behalf of individuals who needed
assistance with issues like referrals
to lawyers, medication supply (an

issue for overseas students
sometimes), and Centrelink and
housing support letters. Other
initiatives included providing
ambulance cover for PLSA members
through a grant from MAC
Cosmetics. PLSA also works closely
with Cheltenham House, which
helps PLHIV with care and respite.
Cheltenham House is also the venue
for the monthly meeting of the
Positive Women’s Support Group.
“For the moment, you could say
we’re treading water a bit, hoping for
some extra funding and resources to
give our members the support they
need,” said Leane. “With 25 new
members this year, including a
range of migrants from different
countries, we are growing. Let's
hope by next year’s report we have
seen some progress on funding.”
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plsa at adelaide’s international sex workers’ day

for the moment,
you could say we’re
treading water a bit,
hoping for some extra
funding and resources to
give our members the
support they need.
president, positive life sa,
Katherine leane
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Katherine leane and family members
at the candlelight vigil
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POSITIVE
LIVING ACT
eople living with HIV
in the ACT have
had plenty of
opportunities to socialise
and receive support during
the past year through
activities organised by the
Peer Network of the AIDS
Action Council of the ACT.
“Newly diagnosed people are
given the opportunity to attend the
Genesis program, which introduces
the basics about living with HIV and
is held for one to two hours a week
over ﬁve weeks,” said ACT NAPWHA
representative Danny Ryding. “After
that, people are invited to join our
regular Peer Support Network
dinners held at the AIDS Council
where the meals are all home
cooked. Or they can attend our
social drinks night once a month

P

many of these people
[migrants and refugees]
have either been newly
diagnosed or are reengaging in care after
arriving in australia.
held at local venues.”
Over recent years, the ACT has
seen an increase in new migrants
presenting for HIV care in specialist
clinics. “Many of these people have
either been newly diagnosed HIVpositive or are re-engaging in care
after arriving in Australia,” said
Ryding.

The ACT also has an ageing
population — it’s estimated that by
2020 40 percent of the capital’s
positive population will be over 60
years of age. This has meant support
services — such as counselling —
continue to be extremely important.
As are the workshops aimed at men
who have sex with men. “The groups
discuss issues such as disclosing
status, sexual negotiation, and what
role PrEP and treatment as
prevention can play in reducing new
infections,” said Ryding.
The ACT’s World AIDS Day event
attracted about 80 people who
attended a sit-down dinner with
entertainment. The bridge on
Commonwealth Avenue, the Treasury
building and the Telstra Tower in
Canberra were all bathed in red for
the day to promote HIV awareness.
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POWA
POSITIVE ORGANISATION
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
he most important
thing that happened to
POWA this year was
being formally accepted as
a member organisation of
NAPWHA.
“While we don’t have dedicated
funding from our state government,
we have had great support from
NAPWHA, Positive Life NSW, the
Western Australian AIDS Council
(WAAC) and individual donors,” said
Ryan Oliver, President of POWA.
Meeting monthly at WAAC ofﬁces,
a board of seven people organised
a number of events for HIV-positive
people in WA during the year. One of
the most well-attended POWA
events was a U=U forum with guest
speakers Nic Holas and Bruce
Richman. More than 70 people
attended the discussion to learn the

T

latest about HIV transmission risk.
During World AIDS Awareness
Week, POWA board of directors
appeared in a series of videos to
speak about what U=U means
personally to them. The videos can
be viewed on the organisation’s
Facebook page, which has become
a key communication platform for
informing PLHIV about what's
happening at POWA. The videos can
also be viewed on YouTube.
The WA World AIDS Day event was
held at Robertson Park with Senator
Dean Smith and NAPWHA President
Cipri Martinez addressing the event.
World AIDS Day provided yet another
opportunity to spread the U=U
message. “Getting this important
message out to the 2,500-plus
people living with HIV in WA has
become one our prime purposes as
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an organisation, ensuring that
positive people get themselves on
treatment to become undetectable
for their own health and the health
of their sexual partners,” said Oliver.
Following the news that a six-year
jail term had been handed down to
positive sex worker CJ Palmer for
transmitting HIV to a sexual partner,
HIV criminalisation has been a front
and centre issue in WA during the
past year. "While we all know HIV is
no longer a death sentence and is a
chronic manageable condition, the
severity of the approach taken to
criminalise HIV transmission in WA
has been a great cause of concern
for positive people here,” said Oliver.
“Going forward, POWA hopes that it
can work with WA politicians to
change the approach away from
criminalisation.”

STATE OF THE POSITIVE NATION

QUEENSLAND
POSITIVE PEOPLE
ueensland Positive
People (QPP) is
thriving following a
significant period of growth
and expansion of services
for PLHIV in Queensland.
“In the past six years, we have
grown from an organisation with six
employees to more than 30 staff at
the time of writing,” said Operations
Manager Jane Angus. “We have six
ofﬁces throughout Queensland —
including three RAPID HIV testing
sites.”
A major development in the past
year was the conﬁrmation of a fouryear service agreement with
Queensland Health. “This allows us
to better plan for the needs of PLHIV
and we are seeing an increasing
number of people engaging with our
services,” said Executive Ofﬁcer

Q

Simon O’Connor. One of the tasks
QPP set itself when it developed the
RAPID HIV testing service was to
locate people who were unaware of
their status and to encourage them
into treatment and care as soon as
possible. “This has worked well and
we have helped diagnose
heterosexual men and women as
well as gay and bisexual men and
gender-diverse people who have
never tested before,” said O’Connor.
RAPID HIV testing
As part of its RAPID test program,
QPP sent out free HIV self-testing
kits. "The kits explain the process
and what services are available if a
test comes back positive,” said Jime
Lemoire, previous manager of the
RAPID test service. QPP also
produced a brochure explaining how

HIV is treated in 2018 — a resource
that was commended by the World
Health Organisation for its content
and included in the HIVST
Implementation Toolkit 2018. The
RAPID test service also runs regular
STI screenings, which are available
at several different locations in
Fortitude Valley, the Gold Coast and
various sex-on-premises venues.
Peer Navigators
QPP launched its Peer Navigators
program two years ago. “The
program recognises the importance
of peers in helping people come to
terms with an HIV diagnosis,” said
Chris Howard, Manager of LIFE+ —
QPP’s peer support program. Since
then, QPP has seen the creation of
14 Peer Navigator positions across
Queensland. “The program has been
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brisbane
paints the
town red for
world aids
awareness
week

qpp’s rapid
testing service
expanded during
the year
so successful, PLHIV organisations
in other states have asked to use
our integrated training course, which
we have been happy to provide,”
said Howard.
Another achievement has been
the production of several Talking
About Stigma videos featuring
interviews with a diverse group of
HIV-positive people discussing
dealing with stigma and building
resilience. In partnership with the
HIV AIDS Legal Centre in NSW, QPP

also produced an HIV Disclosure
Guide addressing the legalities of
disclosure. QPP also set up an
Emergency Treatment Fund that
provides access to HIV treatments
for people who are Medicare
ineligible or who are unable to afford
co-payments for their medications
due to ﬁnancial distress.
World AIDS Awareness Week
World AIDS Awareness Week was a
big feature of the past year for QPP
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with a large number of events
staged. Many landmarks across
Brisbane were lit up red and street
banners dotted the streets in
Brisbane, Ipswich, and on the Gold
and Sunshine coasts. Several Red
Fun Runs were held across the state
as well as dinners, parties, art
shows, street stalls and, of course,
the Candlelight Vigil held on World
AIDS Day itself. “It’s been a busy
year for QPP and PLHIV in
Queensland,” concluded O’Connor.

STATE OF THE POSITIVE NATION

TASMANIA
ne of the important
initiatives developed
over the past year
that will greatly improve the
lives of HIV-positive people
in Tasmania has been
TasCHARD’s appointment of
a peer support officer.
“The appointment is part of a
series of measures designed to
improve the connectedness of
positive people around the state,”

O

said Tasmania NAPWHA
representative, Grahame Foster. “The
peer support worker will be available
to visit newly diagnosed HIV-positive
people or to help with general
information-sharing about living well
with HIV. He will help with
coordination of the regular lunches
and get-togethers for people with
HIV around the state.”
As a part of the peer support
initiative, a new website for people

with HIV called Red Thread has been
developed to connect people
through webinars and online portals.
The annual Positive Retreat was
held on Steeles Island off Hobart
where Vic Perri from Living Positive
Victoria presented on current issues
for people living with HIV. This event
has proved popular with people
wanting to ﬁnd out the latest
developments in HIV treatments and
health promotion.

Steeles Island
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POSITIVE WOMEN
VICTORIA
ositive Women
Victoria was very
pleased to receive a
grant from ViiV Healthcare
to implement a qualitative
research study into how
the organisation can better
engage with HIV-positive
women — particularly in
certain hard-to-reach
communities.
“We have just ﬁnished the ﬁrst
part of our consultation with women
from an African background about
how we can best meet their needs,”
said Heather Mugwagwa, Acting
CEO of Positive Women. “We will
then move on to talking with HIVpositive women from an Asian
background.”
Positive Women Victoria has also
continued to provide peer support

P

activities for members, including a
very popular Women’s Day at the
Positive Living Centre in Melbourne.
The ﬁrst part of the day includes
some well-needed pampering for
the women present, followed by an
information session where broader
issues of wellbeing beyond HIV are
discussed. “Our members have told
us that they are more interested in
holistic health and wellbeing than
just the latest on HIV treatments,”
said Mugwagwa. The aim is to run
several of these events a year.
With the assistance of Living
Positive Victoria, the Phoenix peersupport groups for newly diagnosed
women have also been held
throughout the year. Positive Women
Victoria also holds a popular
wellbeing weekend retreat for
women.
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For World AIDS Day, Positive
Women Victoria hosted a Women’s
Breakfast. Run in partnership with
Alfred Health, the event was
followed by a World AIDS Day Q&A
session. “Positive Women has
recently seen an increase in our
membership and, with our new
engagement research, we hope we
will continue to go from strength to
strength in the future,” said
Mugwagwa.
Importantly, the organisation
contributed to discussions on the
8th National HIV Strategy,
submitting that women with HIV
should be subject of enhanced
focus in the next strategy. “We
succeeded in raising awareness of
the speciﬁc needs of positive
women in everyone’s strategic
thinking,” said Mugwagwa.

STATE OF THE POSITIVE NATION

POZHET
ozhet is a support
organisation for
heterosexuals living
with HIV in NSW. It is based
in Camperdown on the
Royal Prince Alfred
Hospital campus.
“One of the highlights of the year
for Pozhet members has been the
weekend retreats held in April and
November last year,” said Acting
Manager Shih-Chi Kao. “They were
held in Berry and Myuna Bay so
clients living in rural or regional
parts of the state were able to
attend with family or carers.”
Meanwhile, a client workshop was
held in November in Redfern to
provide people with updates on the
latest news and treatments on HIV;
it also served as an opportunity to
listen to any concerns Pozhet

P

members had.
With data showing
HIV notiﬁcations on the
rise among
heterosexuals, Pozhet
has reoriented the
service so as to target
people at risk of HIV and
late diagnosis. “This is an
important area of work that Pozhet
was excited to undertake,” said
Shih-Chi. “For example, we have
worked with the Multicultural HIV
and Hepatitis C Service to develop
and implement a Facebook
campaign to encourage
heterosexuals to get tested for HIV.”
Pozhet has also helped promote an
HIV testing kit — Dried Blood Spot —
that can be sent to people through
the post so that they can conduct a
test at home and send it off for

screening.
Pozhet also
produces a regular
e-newsletter for
partners and
stakeholders, as well
as a client newsletter
twice a year. The aim is
to inform the workforce and
clients of future events, the latest
research news and initiatives, and to
encourage engagement with the
organisation. “Pozhet will continue to
provide services to heterosexual
people living with HIV and support
people in the workforce where
possible,” said Shih-Chi. “We intend
to explore new ideas and possible
collaborations with relevant
stakeholders reaching out to
heterosexuals in the general
community.”
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PEOPLE WITH HIV AUSTRALIA (NAPWHA) INCORPORATED ABN 79 052 437 899
FINANCIAL REPORTS 2017–2018
COMMITTEE’S REPORT

Your committee members submit the ﬁnancial accounts of the National Association of People With
HIV Australia (NAPWHA) Incorporated for the ﬁnancial year ended 30 June 2018.
Committee Members
The names of committee members at the date of this report are:
Cipri Martinez – President
Robert Mitchell – Vice President
Scott Harlum – Secretary/Treasurer
Danny Ryding
Peter Fenoglio
Diane Lloyd
David Menadue
Sarah Feagan
Bill Paterson – Staff Representative (ceased 27/07/2018)

Principal Activities
The principal activities of the Association during the ﬁnancial year were:
1. Advancing the human rights and dignity of people with HIV/AIDS, including their right to participate in the
Australian Community without discrimination and their right to comprehensive and appropriate treatment, care
support and education;
2. Advocacy on national issues concerning people with HIV/AIDS;
3. Provision of assistance to people affected by HIV/AIDS, including the provision of material, emotional and
social support;
4. Encouragement, assistance, monitoring and promotion of medical and scientiﬁc research into the causes,
prevention and cure of HIV/AIDS;
5. Formulation of policies for member organisations on matters concerning HIV/AIDS at a national and
international level;
6. Representation of member organisations on all matters concerning HIV/AIDS at a national and international
level; and
7. Collection and dissemination of information and resources for distribution to member organisations.
Signiﬁcant Changes
No signiﬁcant change in the nature of these activities occurred during the year.

The accompanying notes form part of these ﬁnancial statements.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PEOPLE WITH HIV AUSTRALIA (NAPWHA) INCORPORATED ABN 79 052 437 899
FINANCIAL REPORTS 2017–2018
COMMITTEE’S REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2018

Operating Result
The deﬁcit from ordinary activities after providing for income tax amounted to $10,285 (2017 surplus:
$54,861).
Signed in accordance with a resolution of the Members of the Committee.
Dated: 27 October 2018

Cipri Martinez
President

Scott Harlum
Treasurer

The accompanying notes form part of these ﬁnancial statements.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PEOPLE WITH HIV AUSTRALIA (NAPWHA) INCORPORATED ABN 79 052 437 899
FINANCIAL REPORTS 2017–2018
INCOME AND ExPENDITURE STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2018

2018
$

2017
$

647,073
108,617
136,716
5,333
17,052
914,791

557,473
156,815
113,492
4,596
10,109
842,485

Expenses
Administration
Executive ofﬁcer
External projects
Health & treatments
HIV living unit
Meeting expenses
Organisational services
Positive Living
Treataware expenses
Website & IT
Total expenses

285,136
196,970
78,531
45,360
26,136
75,044
31,895
58,490
107,669
19,845
925,076

242,130
190,606
36,805
60,381
3,127
45,302
10,583
54,954
128,248
15,486
787,624

Surplus/(Deﬁcit) from ordinary activities
before income tax
Income tax revenue relating to ordinary activities

(10,285)
–

54,861
–

Net proﬁt/(Deﬁcit) attributable to the Association
Total changes in equity of the Association

(10,285)
(10,285)

54,861
54,861

Opening retained proﬁts
Net proﬁt/(Deﬁcit) attributable to the Association
Closing retained proﬁts

838,139
(10,285)
827,854

783,278
54,861
838,139

Income
Government grants
Pharmaceutical Co Sponsorships
External projects
Interest received
Other income
Total income

The accompanying notes form part of these ﬁnancial statements.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PEOPLE WITH HIV AUSTRALIA (NAPWHA) INCORPORATED ABN 79 052 437 899
FINANCIAL REPORTS 2017–2018
BALANCE SHEET AS AT 30 JUNE 2018

Note

2018
$

2017
$

2
3
4
5

489,472
6,260
1,536
20,167
517,435

601,719
39,643
510
3,935
645,807

6

797,344
797,344

791,972
791,972

1,314,779

1,437,779

7
8
9
10
11

28,367
59,088
6, 145
87,607
173,334
354,541

21,916
59,088
5,161
65,719
180,660
332,544

8
10

122,851
9,532
132,384

262,204
4,892
267,096

Total Liabilities

486,925

599,640

Net Assets

827,854

838,139

Members’ Funds
Retained proﬁts

827,854

838,139

Assets
Current assets
Cash assets
Receivables
Current tax assets
Other
Total Current Assets
Non-Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Total Non-Current Assets
Total Assets
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Payables
Financial liabilities
Current tax liabilities
Provisions
Other
Total Current Liabilities
Non-Current Liabilities
Financial liabilities
Provisions
Total Non-Current Liabilities

The accompanying notes form part of these ﬁnancial statements.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PEOPLE WITH HIV AUSTRALIA (NAPWHA) INCORPORATED ABN 79 052 437 899
FINANCIAL REPORTS 2017–2018
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2018

Note 1: Summary of Signiﬁcant Accounting Policies
This ﬁnancial report is a special purpose ﬁnancial report prepared in order to satisfy the ﬁnancial reporting
requirements of the Associations Incorporations Act of the Australian Capital Territory. The committee has
determined that the Association is not a reporting entity.
The ﬁnancial report has been prepared on an accruals basis and is based on historical costs and does not take
into account changing money values or, except where speciﬁcally stated, current valuations of non-current assets.
The following signiﬁcant accounting policies, which are consistent with the previous period unless otherwise
stated, have been adopted in the preparation of this ﬁnancial report.
(a) Property, Plant and Equipment (PPE)
Leasehold improvements and ofﬁce equipment are carried at cost less, where applicable, any accumulated
depreciation.
The depreciable amount of all PPE is depreciated over the useful lives of the assets to the
Association commencing from the time the asset is held ready for use.
Leasehold improvements are amortised over the shorter of either the unexpired period of the lease or the
estimated useful lives of the improvements.
(b) Impairment of Assets
At the end of each reporting period, the entity reviews the carrying values of its tangible and intangible
assets to determine whether there is any indication that those assets have been impaired. If such an
indication exists, the recoverable amount of the asset, being the higher of the asset’s fair value less costs to
sell and value in use, is compared to the asset’s carrying value. Any excess of the asset’s carrying value over
its recoverable amount is expensed to the income statement.
(c) Employee Beneﬁts
Provision is made for the Association’s liability for employee beneﬁts arising from services rendered by
employees to the end of the reporting period. Employee beneﬁts have been measured at the amounts
expected to be paid when the liability is settled.
(d) Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand, deposits held at call with banks, and other short-term
highly liquid investments with original maturities of three months or less.
(e) Revenue and Other Income
Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable after taking into account
any trade discounts and volume rebates allowed. For this purpose, deferred consideration is not discounted
to present values when recognising revenue.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PEOPLE WITH HIV AUSTRALIA (NAPWHA) INCORPORATED ABN 79 052 437 899
FINANCIAL REPORTS 2017–2018
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2018

Interest revenue is recognised using the effective interest rate method, which for ﬂoating rate ﬁnancial assets is
the rate inherent in the instrument. Dividend revenue is recognised when the right to receive a dividend has been
established.
Grant and donation income is recognised when the entity obtains control over the funds, which is generally at the
time of receipt.
All revenue is stated net of the amount of goods and services tax (GST).
(f) Goods and Services Tax (GST)
Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of GST, except where the amount of GST
incurred is not recoverable from the Tax Ofﬁce. In these circumstances, the GST is recognised as part of the cost
of acquisition of the asset or as part of an item of the expense. Receivables and payables in the assets and
liabilities statement are shown inclusive of GST.
(g) Trade and Other Payables
Trade and other payables represent the liability outstanding at the end of the reporting period for goods and
services received by the Association during the reporting period, which remain unpaid. The balance is recognised
as a current liability with the amounts normally paid within 30 days of recognition of the liability.
(h) Going Concern
This ﬁnancial report has been prepared on a going concern basis, which contemplates continuity of normal
operating activities and the realisation of assets and settlement of liabilities in the normal course of operations.
The continuing operations of the Association and the ability to pay its debts in the normal course is dependent
upon the continued support of the funding bodies for both recurrent and program speciﬁc grant income.
(i) Income Tax
As a Public Benevolent Institution for the purposes of Subdivision 30-B of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997,
the Association is exempt from income tax.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PEOPLE WITH HIV AUSTRALIA (NAPWHA) INCORPORATED ABN 79 052 437 899
FINANCIAL REPORTS 2017–2018
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2018

2018
$

2017
$

489,237

601,476

234
489,472

243
601,719

6,260
6,260

39,643
39,643

111
1,425
1,536

(857)
1,367
510

655
19,512
20,167

655
3,280
3,935

Note 2: Cash assets
Bank accounts:
Cash at bank
Other cash items:
Cash on hand

Note 3: Receivables
Current
Trade Debtors

Note 4: Tax Assets
Current
GST Collected
GST Paid

Note 5: Other Assets
Current
Short term deposits
Prepayments
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PEOPLE WITH HIV AUSTRALIA (NAPWHA) INCORPORATED ABN 79 052 437 899
FINANCIAL REPORTS 2017–2018
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2018

Note 6: Property, Plant and Equipment
Buildings:
Opening Value
Additions
Impairment Adjustment

2018
$

2017
$

775,000
–
–
775,000

775,000
–
–
775,000

On 24 July 2016 a Valuation was performed by Meadow Real Estate Pty Ltd. The Valuation determined a fair
market Value for the property to be $775,000. The Committee Members have determined to retain this Value at
balance date as Committee’s Valuation.
Plant and equipment:
At cost
Accumulated depreciation

Note 7: Payables
Unsecured:
Trade Creditors

143,256
(120,913)
22,344
797,344

152,078
(135,106)
16,972
791,972

28,367
28,367

21,916
21,916

59,088
59,088

59,088
59,088

122,851
122,851

262,204
262,204

181,939
181,939

321,292
321,292

6,145
6,145

5,161
5,161

Note 8: Financial Liabilities
Current
Secured*:
- Bank loans
Non-Current
Secured*:
– Bank loans

*Total Current and Non-Current Secured Liabilities
– Bank loans

Note 9: Tax Liabilities
Current
PAYG Withholding
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PEOPLE WITH HIV AUSTRALIA (NAPWHA) INCORPORATED ABN 79 052 437 899
FINANCIAL REPORTS 2017–2018
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2018

2018
$

2017
$

16,667
36,848
34,092
87,607

16,740
21,311
27,668
65,719

9,532
9,532

4,892
4,892

97,139

70,611

173,334
173,334

180,660
180,660

Note 10: Provisions
Current
Other accrued entitlements
Liability for annual leave
Liability for long-service leave
Non-Current
Liability for long-service leave

* Aggregate employee entitlement liability
There were 5 employees at the end of the year
Note 11: Other Liabilities
Current
Income received in advance or deferred

Note 12: Contingencies
As at year end and up to the date of this report, the Committee and Management are unaware of anyknown
events or transactions which may take place now or in the future, which are not currently represented in these
ﬁnancial accounts.
Apart from the secured property mortgage as disclosed in Note 8 and Note l3(b) there are no mortgages, charges
or other securities affecting the asset of the Association.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PEOPLE WITH HIV AUSTRALIA (NAPWHA) INCORPORATED ABN 79 052 437 899
FINANCIAL REPORTS 2017–2018
COMMITTEE’S REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2018

2018
$

2017
$

Note 13: Capital and Leasing Commitments
(a) Operating lease expenditure contracted for at balance date that is not cancellable and is
not provided for in the accounts:
Payable:
No later than one year
Later than one year but not later than two years
Later than two years but not later than ﬁve years
Later than ﬁve years

9,162
2,104
4,209
–
15,475

9,315
9,480
6,065
165
25,025

(b) Mortgage Repayments expenditure contracted for at balance date
Payable:
No later than one year
Later than one year but not later than two years
Later than two years but not later than ﬁve years
Later than ﬁve years
Total minimum mortgage repayments

59,088
59,088
63,763
–
181,939

59,088
59,088
177,264
25,852
321,292

Note 14: Events Subsequent to Reporting Date
There has not arisen since the end of the ﬁnancial year and the date of this report any item or transaction or
event of a material and unusual nature likely, in the opinion of the members of the Committee, to affect the
operations of the Association, the results of those operations or the state of affairs of the Association in future
ﬁnancial years.
Note 15: Auditors Remuneration
Audit or review of ﬁnancial report
Other services

8,500
–
8,500

8,500
–
8,500
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The Committee has determined that the Association is not a reporting entity and that this special purpose
ﬁnancial report should be prepared in accordance with the accounting policies outlined in Note 1 to the ﬁnancial
statements.
In the opinion of the Committee the Income and Expenditure Statement, Statement of Financial Position, and
Notes to the Financial Statements:
1. Presents fairly the ﬁnancial position of National Association of People With HIV Australia (NAPWHA)
Incorporated as at 30 June 2018 and its performance for the year ended on that date.
2. At the date of this statement, there are reasonable grounds to believe that the Association will be able to pay
its debts as and when they fall due.
This statement is made in accordance with a resolution of the Committee and is signed for and on behalf of the
Committee by:
Dated: 27 October 2018

Cipri Martinez
President

Scott Harlum
Treasurer
The accompanying notes form part of these ﬁnancial statements.
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SECRETARY–TREASURER

THE MEDIA
MACHINE
CHRISTOPHER KELLY • MEDIA OFFICER

It’s been a whirl of a year
for NAPWHA’s media
operations. We promoted a
major peer-based
campaign — “Good Quality
of Life”; created content
for a world-first health app
— MyLife+; pushed the
U=U message; and
delivered unique,
compelling content across
multiple platforms.
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